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It is shown that if a nontrivial knot K in S’ has genus g and is invariant under a smooth action 
of a cyclic group C, of order m which fixes a simple closed curve disjoint from K. then K is 
the boundary of an invariant Seifert surface of genus g. As a corollary one has that m G 2g + I. 
The proof utilizes the theory of least area surfaces in 3-manifolds. 
AMS Subj. Class. (1980): 57M25, 57Sl7 
Introduction 
A smooth knot Kc S3 is said to be periodic with period m if there is a smooth 
action of the cyclic group C,,, of order m on S3 which leaves K invariant and fixes 
a simple closed curve A c S3 - K called its axis. 
A longstanding conjecture publicized by R. Fox in [5, Question 71 is that a given 
nontrivial knot has only finitely many periods. Over the years this conjecture was 
verified for certain classes of knots, for example fibered knots. See [S], for example, 
[l], and other references cited there. 
Recently E. Flapan [3] verified the conjecture in general. Since then J. Hillman 
[6] extended her argument to apply to links as well. But in neither case was any 
kind of workable bound established for the periods of a given knot. 
The main result of this paper is that if a knot K has genus g (the minimum genus 
for Seifert surfaces for K) and is invariant under a CT,,, action as above, then K 
admits an invariant Seifert surface of genus g. This surface is obtained via the 
recently developed technology of least area incompressible surfaces in 3-manifolds 
[91, [lOI, [71, [41. 
An immediate corollary, using the Riemann-Hurwitz formula is that M c 2g + 1. 
We remark that g is easily estimable from a regular projection of the knot. 
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Flapan’s argument also applies to C,,, actions without fixed points which leave 
knots invariant. She shows that the only nontrivial knots which admit infinitely 
many ‘free periods’ are the torus knots. At present the methods used here do not 
seem to give useful information in this case. 
1. Least area Seifert surfaces 
Let K c S3 be a smooth knot of genus g. Let N be a tubular neighborhood of K 
and set M = S3 -int N. Now JM is a torus and there is a simple closed curve L, 
the longitude of K, which is essential on aM and null-homologous in M. The 
longitude is unique up to isotopy. 
Let F denote a compact, orientable surface of genus g and one boundary 
component. Consider the family 9 = (4: (F, dF) + (M, 15): 4 is a piecewise smooth 
map properly homotopic to an embedding and 4laF is a fixed diffeomorphism} of 
parametrized Seifert surfaces. Endow M with a Riemannian metric, SO that one 
may talk about the area Ares(4) for 4 E 5. We assume the metric is chosen so that 
aA is convex, i.e. the second fundamental form is positive semidefinite on aM. 
Proposition 1. There exists c$,, E 9 such that Area( &) G Area( II) for all 4~ E 9, and 
any such & is an embedding. 
Proof sketch. According to Freedman-Wass-Scott [4], building on earlier work of 
Sacks-Uhlenbeck [9], Schoen-Yau [lo], and Meeks-Yau [7], each 4 E 9 is 
homotopic rel boundary to a smooth map 4’: F-, M which minimizes area in the 
relative homotopy class of 4, may be assumed to be harmonic, and is itself an 
embedding, since it is homotopic to one. 
Now if cy = inf(Area(4): C$ E 9) and {&}z= , is a sequence in 9 with Area( 4”) + a, 
then Area(4:) + LY, also. Since each 4: is harmonic the family (4:) is equicontinuous 
and the theorem of Arzela and Ascoli implies that, passing to a subsequence if 
necessary, 4: converges uniformly to a map &: F-, M, Lower semicontinuity of 
area implies Area( &) < CY. Since F is an absolute neighborhood retract, and 4 L + &. 
there is an n, such that for n 5 n,, 4: = &, rel boundary. Therefore & is homotopic 
to an embedding (so &,e 9) and, by Freedman-Hass-Scott [4], any such is an 
embedding. 0 
In addition to the references cited above a useful source for background informa- 
tion about harmonic maps is the survey by J. Eells and L. Lemaire [2]. The lecture 
notes of Yau [l 1 J provide a good presentation of the general solution of Plateau’s 
problem in a Riemannian 3-manifold. 
Our main contribution is the following disjointness result for the area minimizing 
members of 3 
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Theorem 2. Let 4, $E 9 bofh realize inf{Area(d): 6 E 9). Either d(F) and $(F) 
have disjoint interiors or d(F) = 4(F). 
Proof. Assume 4(F) # $(F) but that int d(F) A int (L(F) Z 0. We shall show 
how to alter the choice of d or +, by a suitable exchange of pieces of 4(F) and 
q+(F), so as to decrease area, thus achieving a contradiction. 
By the ‘Meeks-Yau trick’ introduced in [7] and discussed in [4], we may assume 
4 is transverse to +. (The map 4 is perturbed slightly, increasing its area by less 
than a lower bound estimate for the area reduction to be achieved.) 
Let 7r:M =-, M be the infinite cyclic covering of M; let T: Mx + M, generate 
the group of deck transformations; and let L,c c?M, be a closed curve in v-‘(L). 
Both 4 and $ can be lifted to M,; let &, 4%: F+ M,, be the lifts which meet L,. 
Choose n with In] largest so that int &(F) n int T”+,(F) f 0. Such an n exists 
since by assumption int 4(F) n int G(F) Z 0. Without loss of generality it may be 
assumed that n 3 0. 
First suppose &,(F) n T”+,(F) contains a simple closed curve C which is 
nullhomotopic in M,. Since 4(F) and JI(F) are Seifert surfaces of minima1 genus 
for the knot K, it follows from the Loop Theorem that 4(F) and (L(F) are 
incompressible, and hence so are &(F) and T”+,(F). Therefore C bounds a disk 
D, c &(F) and a disk D2c T”I,&,( F). Let F, = (&,J F) - 0,) u D2 and F2 = 
(T”G,(F) - DJ u D,. Define rri : F] + A4 to be r(Fi, i = 1,2. Since AI and hence M, 
are aspherical F, is homotopic to 4,F and F2 is homotopic to T”ti,F. In particular 
nl and 7~~ can be viewed as elements of 9. 
Clearly Area( n,) + Area( 7r2) = Area( 4) + Area( +). But 7r, and zz have corners 
and so are not least area surfaces. Upon smoothing one of them becomes a surface 
of genus g of less area than 4 or +, contradicting area minimality. 
Henceforth we may assume that no closed curve in 4,(F) n T”&(F) is null- 
homotopic. 
Let U = (-co, &,(F)] be the closure of the component of M - d,(F) contining 
T-‘(4,(F)); and V = [I&(F), a) be the closure of the component of IV,- I&(F) 
containing T&J F). 
Set W=UnT”(V). Then aW=AuB where A= Wn&(F) and B= Wn 
T”+,(F). Set E = A n B. 
Note that Bn(U{T“&(F):k~Z})=E. For Bc W, which lies in U= 
(-co, 4&F)]; and if B n T-‘&J F) Z 0, then T”+‘$/,( F) n &(F) f Q, contradicting 
the choice of n. Similarly An (IJ {‘I*&,,(F): k E h}) = E. For if A n T”-‘I),( F) # 0 
for r > 0, then again the choice of n is contradicted. 
SetF,=(~,(F)-A)uBandF,=(T”~,(F)-B)uA.Andletai:Fi-*Mbe~lFi 
for i = 1,2. The preceding remarks show that r, and rr2 are both injective, yielding 
piecewise smooth Seifert surfaces in M. 
Clearly Area( x,) + Area( 7r2) = Area( 4,) + Area( 42). Since both x, and 7r2 have 
corners, smoothing them reduces area and yields two Seifert surfaces, at least one 
of which must have less area than 4, or &. This will yield a contradiction as soon 
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as we check that the components of F, and Fz which contain L, and T”L, both 
have genus g, not greater. 
Let F, = Flu Fy where FI is a connected surface, aF{ = L,, and aF; = T”L,. 
Now x( F:‘) s 0; otherwise F; would contain a 2-sphere, which would imply that 
some component of &(F) n T”$,( F) is nullhomotopic. 
Now clearly x( F,) +,y( F2) = 2x(F) and ~(4:) = ,y(F:) +,y( F:‘). Therefore ,y( F’,) + 
,y( F’5) = 2x(F) -x( F’;) -x(F;), so ,y( FI) +x( F;) 2 2x(F). But the minimality of 
the genus g implies that x( FI) G ,y( F). Therefore x( F:) = ,y( F) and so Fi = F, as 
required. Cl 
2. Periodic knots 
Again let K c S3 be a nontrivial knot invariant under a smooth action of C,,, with 
axis A disjoint from K. Let N be an invariant tubular neighborhood of K, and 
M = S3-int N. Endow M with a Cm-invariant Riemannian metric such that aM is 
convex by averaging a suitable metric over the group. 
Lemma 3. There is a choice Lc aMfor the longitude of K which is invariant under 
the C,,, action. 
Proof. The image K* of K in the quotient .Z = S3/C,,, is a knot in a homotopy 
3-sphere (actually S3, by the Classical Smith Conjecture). The linking number A of 
K* with the quotient A* of the axis must be prime to m; otherwise the pre-image 
of K* would contain more than one component. Let L* be a longitude for K” lying 
parallel to K* on aN* and on a Seifert surface F* for K*. By general position one 
may assume F* is transverse to A*. Then the preimage F in S3 of F* is a Seifert 
surface for K. The preimage of L* is the desired longitude. q 
Obviously the preceding argument produces invariant Seifert surfaces for K. The 
problem is to control their genera. In [l] incompressible invariant Seifert surfaces 
were constructed by applying the equivariant loop theorem of Meeks-Yau. But in 
general incompressibility does not imply least genus. 
Theorem 4. If K has genus g, then K has a genus g Seifert surface which is invariant 
under the action of C,,,. 
Proof. Let F c M = S3 - int N be a genus g Seifert surface of least area with aF = L. 
For each t E C,,,, t(F) is another Seifert surface of the same area. Now linking 
number considerations like in Lemma 3 show that F n A # 0. Therefore int F n 
int tF # 0. By Theorem 2, F = tF. Cl 
Corollary 5. If K has genus g and period m, then m G 2g + 1. 
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Proof. Let F be a genus g Seifert surface invariant under the group action. The 
quotient F + F” is an m-fold cyclic branched covering with k branch points, where 
k = # F n A. The Riemann-Hurwitz formula says that x(F) = m,y( F*) - k( m - 1). 
Then set x(F) = l -2g and x( F*) = 1 - 2g*. This yields m(2g* + k - 1) = 2g + k - 1, 
from which one quickly sees m < 2g + 1. c3 
Remark The line of reasoning used in Corollary 5 shows that one actually has m G g 
with just two exceptions: 
(i) g*=O, k=2, and m=2g+l and 
(ii) g* = 0, k = 3, and m = g + 1. 
The only ways one can have m = g are 
(i) g*=O, k=5, m=g=2, and 
(ii) g* = 0, k = 4, m = g = 3, and 
(iii) g*= 1, k= 1, m =g. 
We conclude with a corollary which combines the preceding work with the 
algebraic restriction on Alexander polynomials due to Murasugi [S]. 
Corollary 6. Suppose a nontrivial knot K has genus g, trivial Alexander polynomial 
A,(t) k 1, andperiod m. Then msg+l. 
Proof. By Corollary 5, m s 2g + 1. If m = 2g + 1, the Riemann-Hurwitz analysis 
above shows that k = 2. On the other hand by Murasugi, AK.(t) divides JK( t), so 
AK4 t) = 1; and, therefore, for any prime p dividing m JK (t) = 
(l+t+.‘.+t~-‘)p mod p, where A is the kinking number of K with the axis. This 
implies A = 1. But k = A mod 2. This contradiction shows that m < 2g + 1. The preced- 
ing remark then shows that m < g + 1. Cl 
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